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.-\II.s-I~K:\c~-. :\valanclte data were obt:~itletf by direct observation of the \'attgharl I.ewis Icefall. hlagrti- 
tttde, tinre and locatiott ol~eaclt ice 1:rll tvere recordeti attd tbe resultittg data were analyzed statisticaily. An 
irtverse relationship was Coittrd betwee11 the rela~ive frequency and the tnagnitttde of the avalat~clres. ;\ 
sigttificant cliurnal variatitrrr it1 ;tvaIattcite rate was also detected. Ihr ing the early tuorrring hours tlte 
avalaxlciie rate reached a t t taxit~~ut~i.  NO seco~idary itrct-ease it1 the avalancfte frequency was observed duriirg 
tlie exrening cooling period. The data i~tdicateti that a given ice fa11 results in an iricreased probability of an  
ice fall occitrrirtg shortly thereafter. :\tier npprositnately .+ 111itr the effect of a given avalanclte no lo~tger 
correlates with siicceeding avalaitches. 

I<&SUME. L?tude de i'acfiuite' d'aualatiches srrr le I'atrghan Lewis Icefall, .-llaska. Des dotinees sur les avalanches 
ont ttt obtenues par observatiotr directe dn \'ai~glran I.e\qis Icefall. hlagnitude, terttps et location de  
clraqtte chute de glace ont t te  notts et les tlonntes obtenrtes ont Cte sousmises ?i I'analyse statistique. On a 
trou\p& une relation inverse entre la li.equence relative et la ntagnitude des avalanches. On a atlssi detect6 une 
variation clit~rne significative du xtotubre d'avalatrches. Pettdant les Ireures t r h  ntatinales, le nontbre 
d'avalnrrcl~es ;rtteint son ttraxitit~ttr~. I1 ~t'a pas ete observe d'a~tgnrentation secondaire de la fr6quence d a  
av;~l;tticltcs peurlant la pc'riotle tle rel;-ctitlissct~ie~~t dtt soir. Ides t lo~tnee  irttliquent qu'ttne chute cle glace 
tl~tttt~i-c rc'sttltc ;tvc.c u t~c  ~)r.ctI):tltilit& crt)iss;r~ttc rl'tttte ;tutre cliutc tlc gl,~ce aynrit lieu juste aprks la preruii-re. 
.\l)ri.s ~ t t t  tc.tttl)s tI'cn\~irct~t .f ntitt, t u ~ c  :tv;~l;t~~c.l~c. ctc;~it~c'e tr'a plus tlc corri.l:rtic~tt ;tvrc ICS ;tv;~l:ttic~Ircs s~riv;t~rtcs. 

%iisn~%is~t.ns?i: i~~;.  !.a:ehet!tir!igXfi! 011: I'a:rg/ioti Lrtr~ic Icejail, .ltaska. U~ttirittelbare ~leoitnclltungen cies 
\'attgtlan Lewis Icefall lieferteti I.awtr~et~ti:tteti, Grbsse, Zeit und Ort jedes Eisst~trzes wttrcletr registrirrt und 
dann statistiscli analysiert. 1% wttrde eitte inverse Ilezieh~tttg zwisclleti der relativen Haufigkeit i ~ n d  Grijsse der 
1,atvii-ten festgestellt. Attsserdetii ergab sich ein betrachtlicher Tagesgang der Lawinmhaufigkeit. Sie 
erreictrte i ~ t  cleri friilien hlorgetist~~t~tlett e i~ i  hfasitti~ctr~. I<iri sekuntlarer Artstieg wiltrend cler abettdliclien 
Al~kiil~lt~rtgs~~cr.ic)tIe w~~rtlc: ttic.ltc Itcctl);~c.l~tc.t. I)ie I ) ; t t~ . t i  weiscti tl;tr;~ttf Itin, (lass ;~r~l'ei~icti I~estirrr~~tter~ Kislltll 
~trit crlrctl~~c~r W;~Iirsc~lic.irtli~~Itkvit kt i~z  c l ; c ~ ~ ; t t ~ I ' c . i r t  wciterc:r I<islitll titlgt. N;ICII ctwa .k utitt ist tler i\l)fi;~~tg eirrcr 
I.;rwitrc t~iclrt 111:Itr 111it litlget~tle~~ I. ; IW~IICI I  LII  krtrrelierett. 

A very active ice fall* comprises part of the Vaughan Lewis Glacier which is located in the 
Juneau Icefield north-east of Juneau, Alaska. This ice fall is fed by a t z h i  zone, at a mean 
altitude of I 680 m with a total accumulation area of approximately 26 kmz. The ice fall is 
approximately a kilometer wide and drops through 500 m where it meets two other glaciers; 
on the left an unnamed glacier and tile Gilkey Glacier on the right. These three ice streams 
merge and flow down-stream for about approximately lo km to the glacier terminus. 

A very well developed set of wave ogives is found at the base of the Vaughan Lewis Icefall. 
An excellent aerial photograph of the ice fall and ogives was published by Miller (1963). 

While doiilg field work in the ogitre region WP were impressed with the activity of the ice 
fall. I t  was decided that an interesting statistical study could be made in a rather short 
observation period. C:onsequently, observations were recorded from 20 August to 27 August 
1967, but wit11 some itlterruptiorls caused b y  other field activities. We were interested in 
obtaining information concerning the following items: i r j the relative frequency of occurrence 
of avalanches of various magnitttdes, i z j  possible correlation of ice-fa11 activity with diurnal 
temperature changes or rate of cliange of temperature attd, ( 3 )  the effect of a given ice fall in 
aiding the onset of a second ice fall wllictl occurs shortly thereafter. 

* Unfortunately the term "ice fall" has a dual usage among glaeioIogists. It refers to both the entire physical 
feature as well as the actuat tumbling down of Ice. Howeler, the context should convey the intended meaning. 
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Data were collected in a very straightforward fashion. When an avalanche was observed, 
the time and an estimate of its magnitude were both recorded. I t  was found that recording 
tire time to half minute intervals was of sufficient accuracy. Whenever- possiide the approxi- 
mate location of the avalanche and pertinent weather conditions were noted and recorded. 

The magnitude scale was set in a rather elementary fashion. A very large avalanche was 
the first to be recorded and i t  was given a magnitude of "5". A rclativri)- srnall avalarirt~c war 
nilen given a rating of "I". Ilotvevcr, i t  was fouttd ilecessary to use half itltcrvals such as 
"1-2", "3-4", etc. This effectively gave a scale with ro divisions. Aithough this seems crude, 
it was found by experience to be rather precise. Visitors to our area were quickly "caiibrated" 
to our magnitude scale after observing only a frw avalanches. As glacicr travel aticl work 
require at Ieast two in a party, all of the magnitttde estimates were bascd ort the judgment of at 
least two observers. In all cases there was never more than one unit diffcrcr~cr I,rtwertl thr 
magnitudes suggested by the various observers. 

Frequency-magnitude. A total of 186 avalanches were observed. During the most active day 
(24 h) a total of 55 avalanches were recorded. On the least active day only 26 events were 
observed. 

Figure r is a plot of the relative frequency against the magnitude of the avalanche. Note 
that the data have a very small scatter about the smooth curve and, as expected, an inverse 
relationship is seen there. 

Fig. r .  Obserued variation of relatiue frcqirmcy f with avatanche magnitude m. 
f = 0.23 rn3la.  

Dotted nnoc is given by the cpation: 

A plot of the relative frequency f against avalanche magnitude m on log-log coordinates, 
shows a small scatter about a straight line with a slope of - 1.5. This gives a relation of the 
formf = o.23/m3I2 when m can take all integer and half integer values from 0.5 to 5 .  

At higher magnitudes the data have a IittIe more scatter. This is attributed to the relatively 
small number of avalanches observed at the larger magnitudes. In addition, the number of 
'"~'hagnitude avalanches appears to fail beIow the "best curve" drawn through the data. 
This effect may be due to the incremed difficulty of detecting marginal movements in the 
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ice fall. External effects sr~ch aa wind nnise, rair? pe!ting en tests ac:! parkas, :hc criiiichiiig iif 
crampons on ice, cooking noises, conversation, etc., all contribute to obscnring a minimal 
avalanche fiom detection. I t  slio~zld be noted in this regard that the majority of the observa- 
tions were only heard and not seen. 'I'his was the case as marly avalanches were heard at night 
a ~ i d  tt~xcier poor visi1)ility conditions sucli as heavy r a i ~ ~ s  or "wltite-outs". 

'I'liree zot-ies of avalanche activity were delineated. Chi the right-hand side of the glacier, 
looking down-stream, hanging ice often broke loose and cascaded over a rock cliff (approxi- 
mately 75 m high) to a lower position oti the glacier. Activity in this area accounted for 
approximately 40 per cent of all avalanches observed. A similar cliff was located on the left- 
liatlcf side and this locatioii accoiintcd for another 5 per cent. 'I'he remainder of the avalanches 
were fi~und in die central portion of the ice fall or were not located because of restricted 
visibility conditions. 

Diuitzal tlariatiotz of avalanche frequency 
Data were collected into hourly intervals independent of magnitude. The raw data are 

given in l 'able I. Figure 2 shows the average number of avalanches per hour observed for 
each of the 24 hours of the day. The smaller number of observations of the various hour 
intervals requires that appropriate statistical tests be applied to the data to see if the data 
indicate statistically significant variations or iS the differences could be merely due to small 
sample size and consequent random scatter. 

Hortr irrferual (24  h clock) 

A Poisson type distribution shouid adequately describe the number of avalanches observed 
on different days at any given hour interval of the day unless the weather changes are con- 
siderable, e.g. in comparing summer and winter days. The criteria which must be satisfied for 
the applicatioil of Poisson statistics are the following: 

( I )  Events occurring in any given time interval are independent of those occurring in all 
other time intervals. 

(2) The probability of observing an event is proportional to the duration of the observa- 
tion periad, 

is) It is unlikely that two or more events occur in the same time interval for the case of 
vanishing1 y small time intervals, 
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Fi,q. 2. Diurnal variation of avalanche freqrrency. Dashed lines indicate statirlical confidntce (95O6) intmvafs. Dotfed line 
during 04.00-05.00 h period indicates average valrrc of adjaent inft~uaIs. 

These conditions are all approximately satisfied in the case of ice-fall avalanches. Thus the 
probability p that a given number of avalanches x will be observed in some time interval is 
given by 

where p is the mean value expected for the interval in question. 
It is possible to compute confidence intervals for the data given in Table I. Based on the 

Poisson model, a confidence interval at the 0.95 probability level was computed for each of the 
hourly periods and plotted as the dotted lines in Figure 2. (Appendix A gives the details of 
the computational method.) 

As noted in Figure 2, the confidence intervals for the largest and smallest values are non- 
overlapping. This indicates that at least the extreme values of the mean avalanche frequency 
are significantly different. 

Another method may be utilized to test for significant diurnal variations in the avalanche 
rate. T i e  waiting rime between successive ice fa& is compiiied and then anaiyzed by methdxts 
suggested in nfaguire and others ( 1952). If the expectation E of ice fails per unit time is 
constant during some period the waiting times Aitt are exponentially distributed 

p(bt j  = E e - E A f .  
Figure 2 indicates that the periods og.oo-og.oo h and 17.00-2 I .oo h should have considerabiy 
~i f f e ren i?  values ofE. If we assume than the mean value of fr: may be treated as a constant value 
and also has a different magnitude during the two aforementioned intervals, we can thcn 
compute confidence intervals t"or the expectation rates based on the respective values of At. 
In addition we can also calculate the ratio of the two E values. Details of these computations 
may be found in Appendix B. 
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CSF.fider.ce jnitef-va!~ 11 the o.gj pr&zbj!ity !eve! are :=.2 mi:: < ;/%, < :9.j =in 
and 19.7 min < I /E= < 43.3 min, where EgIl and Ec refer to the aforementioned morning 
and evening periods respectively. In addition the ratio E,,,lE, 2 1.3  at the 0.95 significance 
level. 'Thus we are confident that Figure 2 does represent a real diurnal variation in avalanclie 
frequency. 

The trend of Figure 2 shows only one maximum in the daily variation of avalanche 
frequency. We originally anticipated a morning and evening peak associated with the daily 
heating and cooting during these periods. This same opinion was also expressed by other 
scientists working in the vicinity of ice falls in the Alaska Range (personal communication 
&om C. ?'hompson, 19673. However, they did not quantitativeiy record their observations. 
'P'he only effect which seems to explain the single diurnal maximum in the avalanche fre- 
quency is the reduction of the air temperature below freezing. 

This last effect was vividly demonstrated when a cloudy sky began to clear a t  approxi- 
mately 03.00 h one morning. Radiation cooling quickly dropped the air temperature and the 
ice-fall activity increased from 2 per hour to 4-5 per hour for the next several hours before 
returning to normal. Ice formation on crevasse pools indicated that the air temperature had 
fallen below freezing. 

Fig. 3. Probability ~Jaualanche drrririg tnirzrrte intcruufs foi!awing ati iriitial aziaianche. Data based on r5g iniiiul events. 

Another unique incident was a period of overcast sky followed by a partly cloudy sky 
condition which finally was terminated by a light drizzle. Under the overcast sky the activity 
was 1-2 per hour while the intermittent sunlight pt-oduced rates of 4 and 5 per hour. With the 
onset of rain, the activity returned to 2 per hour. Unfortunately, this sequence of weather 
conditions was only observed on one occasion, 'I'hus it is not possible to conclude ifthis was a 
real phenomenon or just due to a fortuitous observation. 

Induced a~a:alarnch 
The question of induced ice-iB11 activity was perhaps the most interesting question we 

hoped to answer. Two opposing schools of thought were found among our colleagues. Both 
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sides agreed that avalanches widely spaced in time should be completely uncorrelated. How- 
ever, one school reasoned that a given ice fall removes loose and unstable material and thus the 
probability of another ice fall following soon thereafter is reduced. The opposing camp stated 
that the vibration associated with a given ice fall should loosen additional material which is 
then primed for the next ice fall. Thus one fall should induce another in short order. 

Figure 3 supports the second contention. The probability of an avalancl~e occurring 
within the first minute is more than double the mean probal>ility for the minute intervals from 
q to 15 rnin after the initial avalanche. In reducing the data, each avalanche was successively 
considered as an initial avalanche. The time interval to subsequent avalanches was calculated 
and recorded. Dividing the number of avalanches in any one minute time interval by the 
total number of avalanches considered gives the probability of an avalanche during that 
period. For example, Figure 3 shows that the probability of an avalanche during the 0-1 rnin 
interval after the initial ice fall is 0.14. During the interval from 2-3 rnin the probability is 
reduced to 0.038. 

The statistical significance of the differences in probabilities shown in Figure 3 can be 
readily seen if a mean Poisson distribution is assumed for the number of avalanches observed 
in all time intervals. The mean number of avalanches for the intervals between 4 and 15 rnin 
is approximately lo. Using this value of p in the Poisson distribution we can estimate the 
probability of observing 23 or more avalanches as found in the 0-1 rnin interval. From 
standard tables this result is 

a2 

Prjx 23; 10) - 1 - 2: p(x; 10) - 0.0003. 
x=o 

Thus it is very probable that the value o f p  for the 0-1 nrin period is considerably grcater 
than 10. Similarly the prol-tability that the 2-3 rnin interval should contain 6 or fewer 
avalanches is 

6 
Pr(x < 6; 10) = C p ( x ;  10) = 0.130, 

x=o 

and this i r l  terval is also significantly differrnt from the long-time mean. 
If there were no correlation between any ice falls the proltal>ility wrtrtltl I) ( .  rciual Tor all 

periods. This seems to be the case for the periods from 4 to 15 rnin after the initial avalanche. 
No further change in the probability is anticipated for all later periods. The  2-3 rnin interval 
is significantly lower than the 4-15 rnin mean probability. This seems to indicate that the 
second avalanche which occurs in the 0-1 or 1-2 rnin interval succeeds in removing the 
material loosened by the first avalanche. Consequently, a relative dearth of avalanches is 
observed in the 2-3 rnin interval. As the probability is again a t  the mean value in the 3-4 rnin 
interval, the characteristic "memory" time of the ice fall is on the order of 3 to 4 min. 

The reiative ataiariche ii-equency varies inversely with the magnitude of the avalanche. A 
single maximum was found for the diurnal variation of avalanche activity. This peak was 
apparently associated with a reduction in the air temperature below the freezing level. Vibra- 
tion and the associated loosening of material caused by a given ice fall aids in producing 
another ice fall within the ensuing 2 rnin interval. After 4 rnin the effect of a given avalanche 
is erased from the ice fall's memory. 

It  would be very interestirtg to observe other ice falls to see if they exhibit the same charac- 
teristics as the Vaughan Lewis Icefall. As the observational procedures are relatively sirnplr, 
the required data could be acquired by scientists performing other tasks in the vicinity of 
ice falls. 
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APPENDIX A 

If x , ,  x * ,  ..., xn are n samples taken from some Poisson distribution then the best estimate 
for the mean of the unknown distribution is 

n 

A range for C(. can be determined if a certain confidence level is specified. As the confidence 
level is given by I -a, where a is the significance level, then the confidence interval is 
Pt. < 1;L G p~ where, 

and il is the integrated chi-squared density function. 
Details of this standard calculation are given by Cuenther (1965). 

hlaguire and others frg52) have shown that 2 n ~ 3  is distributed as x:, where n is the 
number of samples used in computing at. Thus i t  follows that 

-- 
xL; ~~~ 2"" x:,, r -mi* iBrj  
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at the ;significance level. This result may be rewritten to find the cortfide~tce iiiieria! f i r  ilE: 
2 n Z  I rtnht- 

GE<--. 
xL; ,-cz/z xL; a/, 

( B 2 )  

In calculating Em and E, the following values were utilized: 
-- - 
At,, = 13.8min, 2nm = 7 2 ,  At, = 28.1 min, 2 n , = 5 0 .  

If the waiting times found during two different periods arr distributed both independently 
and exponcntially and if the expectatiotl values E are different during the two periods titen 
the ratio E,2jt/.E2%, has an F distribution with 2n, and izn, degrees of freedom. Thus it 
follows that 

a t  the I -a probability level. And hence at this same confidence level 

With the values given above and a = 0 .05 ,  Equation B4 was used to calctilatc the rcsttlt 
E,,,/E, > 1.30 wilicIi was quoted in the text. 
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